2025
TARGETS
NIKE, Inc.

Our Vision

2025
TARGETS
Over the next five years, we will bring our purpose
to life with a focus on people, planet, and play.
We have developed 29 targets to achieve our
ambitions. Our targets are aggressive, but achievable.
We’re committing to clear action plans with clear goals,
clear measures – and clear accountability. Above all,
we’re committing to helping shape a better future,
across our company and around the world.
Like in training for any competition, we may face
unforeseen challenges. We’ve set targets that will push
us to new boundaries, because we know now is the
time to accelerate. We have plans in place to achieve
our targets, knowing progress depends on teamwork
and end-to-end execution. We expect the journey
won’t be a straight path – we will amplify successes
and we will pivot from any setbacks. And collective
action will be our call-to-action, because we know
we can’t do it alone.
Our 2025 Targets are our roadmap. The targets
we have set are industry-leading in how we:
• Tie executive compensation to our 2025
target performance
• Leverage annual milestones to improve
performance management
• Extend accountability of targets deeper into our
value chain, with new targets focused on waste,
labor and supplier diversity
• Align with Science Based Targets and Sustainable
Development Goals
To learn more about NIKE’s efforts to bring purpose to
life, go to purpose.nike.com.
NIKE Running Campaign
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2025 Targets
People
Representation
and Hiring

Community
50% representation of women in global corporate
workforce1 and 45% in leadership positions2
30% representation of U.S. racial and ethnic minorities3
at Director level and above; increase pipeline of Black
and Latinx talent at Director and above

35% representation of racial and ethnic minorities in our
U.S. corporate workforce4

$10 MILLION investment earmarked for historically

Black colleges and universities (HBCU) and Hispanicserving institutions (HSI) in the form of scholarships
and academic partnerships to increase intern and
direct hires

ENHANCE OPPORTUNITIES and marketing of

open roles for first-line athletes5 to compete for
corporate roles

Active Kids

Drive sustained community impact by getting kids
moving in our key cities and sourcing backyards with
50% girl participation

Inclusive
Communities

Invest $125 MILLION to support organizations
working to level the playing field and addressing
racial inequality

Employee
Engagement

Increase the number of employees engaged in their
communities to a minimum of 35%

Community
Investment

Invest 2% of prior-year pre-tax income to drive positive
impact in communities

Planet
Carbon

100% of strategic suppliers6 are increasing access
to career opportunities and upward mobility for women
employed in their facilities
Pay & Benefits

LEVELS, DESPITE ANTICIPATED BUSINESS GROWTH,

Maintain 100% pay equity across all employee levels
on an annual basis

through use of renewable energy, energy efficiency and
alternative fuels

Inclusive Culture
& Engagement

0.5 MILLION tons of GHG emissions reduced through

increasing our use of environmentally preferred materials
to 50% of all key materials12

100% of strategic suppliers are building world-class,
6

safe, and healthy workspaces for the people making
our products

Waste

TOP QUARTILE in benchmarked companies for both
engagement7 and inclusion8

10X the amount of finished product waste
refurbished, recycled, or donated

100% of strategic suppliers are measuring and

Business Diversity
& Inclusion
Foundational
Expectations

Water

100% of Vice Presidents complete and be credentialed

dyeing and finishing

watershed projects that support long-term resilience for
water-stressed ecosystems and communities within our
extended cotton supply chain

2X INVESTMENTS focused on professional

$1 BILLION cumulative spend on diverse suppliers9

25% reduction in freshwater usage per kg in textile
13 BILLION liters restored through a portfolio of

on Inclusive Leadership education

development for racial and ethnic minorities
in the U.S. and women globally

distribution, headquarters, and packaging through
improved design and operational efficiency

products and other goods

6

Education
& Professional
Development

10% waste reduction per unit in manufacturing,

100% waste diverted from landfill in our extended
supply chain with at least 80% recycled back into NIKE

Continue to focus on improving access to athletes* of
all abilities for our brand, our experiences, our product,
our facilities, and our company
improving the engagement of the people making
our products

emissions in owned or operated facilities through 100%
renewable electricity and fleet electrification
GHG emissions from key suppliers’ manufacturing and
transportation operations11 will be AT OR BELOW 2020

Provide competitive and equitable benefits for
all employees
Health & Safety

70% absolute reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG)

Chemistry

Adopt clean chemistry alternatives for our
10 priority chemistries across our supply chain

100% of facilities in our extended supply chain10 meet NIKE’s foundational labor, health, safety, and environmental standards
demonstrating respect for the rights of their workers and communities where they operate

* “If you have a body, you are an athlete.” – Bill Bowerman, NIKE cofounder and celebrated track coach
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2025 Targets
Footnotes
1	
Global Corporate Workforce includes all global full-time employees who do not work in our retail stores,
distribution centers, or Nike Air manufacturing innovation (AIR MI).
2

Leadership Positions include Vice Presidents and above.

3	
U.S. Racial and Ethnic Minorities as defined by EEO1 categories including American Indian
or Alaskan Native, Asian, Black or African American, Hispanic/Latino, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander.
4	U.S. Corporate Workforce includes all U.S.-based full-time employees who do not work
in our retail stores, distribution centers, and Nike Air manufacturing innovation (AIR MI).
5	First-line athletes include full-time employees who work in our retail stores, distribution centers,
or Nike Air manufacturing innovation (AIR MI).
6	
Strategic Suppliers: Strategic Finished Goods Suppliers; Suppliers representing approximately
80% of total footwear and apparel production.
7	
Engagement Index includes three questions: “I am optimistic about the future of NIKE, Inc.”;
“I would recommend NIKE, Inc. as a great place to work”; “My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.”
8	Inclusion questions include: “My team has a climate in which all perspectives are valued”, “I feel valued as an employee
of NIKE”, “I can be myself at work”, “All employees, regardless of their differences are treated fairly”, “My manager supports
inclusion and diversity in the workplace”, “NIKE, Inc. is committed to diversity and inclusion in the workplace.”
9	A Diverse Supplier is one that must be majority (at least 51%) owned, operated, managed, and controlled
by a diverse* person or persons who are either U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents. *A “diverse person”
may be defined as a minority**, woman, disabled, LGBTQ and/or veteran. **Minority defined as African-American,
Hispanic, Asian-American, Native-American, Pacific Islander, or other types of ethnic minorities here in the United States.
10	Facilities in Extended Supply Chain: 100% finished goods suppliers (AP, FW, and EQ); in-scope materials suppliers;
focus DCs; and Air Manufacturing Innovation facilities
- In-Scope Materials Suppliers: Suppliers representing approximately 90% of total footwear upper
materials and apparel textiles production.
- Focus DCs: Distribution centers representing at least 80% volume.
11	
Key Suppliers’ Manufacturing and Transportation Operations: Strategic footwear suppliers;
strategic apparel suppliers; strategic footwear and apparel materials suppliers; inbound and outbound logistics
- Strategic Footwear Suppliers: Suppliers representing approximately 95% of total footwear production
- Strategic Apparel Suppliers: Suppliers representing approximately 60% of total footwear production
- Strategic Materials Suppliers: Suppliers representing approximately 80% of total footwear upper materials
and apparel textiles production.
12 Key Materials: Polyester, cotton, leather, and rubber.
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PEOPLE

At its best, sport redefines human potential. When
people see what they’re capable of, they can break
barriers in areas where we need change the most:
protecting the planet, creating active communities,
and advancing equality.

WE INVEST
IN THE
POWER
OF PEOPLE
TO MOVE
THE WORLD
FORWARD.

We are building a more diverse, inclusive team and
culture of belonging – one that reflects the diversity of
the athletes we honor, the people who love our products,
and the communities we serve.
Across our value chain, we seek to advance responsible
sourcing with fair and equal conditions for the people who
make NIKE products. Our consumers and stakeholders hold
NIKE to a higher standard. And so do we.
Around the world, we support athletes who lead on and
off the field, visionaries who inspire a culture of possibility,
and youth who create a brighter future.
Our goal is, and always will be, that NIKE moves people
into action to create a better world.

REPRESENTATION
& HIRING
2025 Targets

50% representation of women in
global corporate workforce and 45%
in leadership positions
30% representation of U.S. racial and
ethnic minorities at Director level and
above; increase pipeline of Black and
Latinx talent at Director and above
35% representation of racial and ethnic
minorities in our U.S. corporate workforce
$10 MILLION investment earmarked for
historically Black colleges and universities
(HBCUs) and Hispanic-serving institutions
(HSIs) in the form of scholarships and
academic partnerships to increase
intern and direct hires
Enhance opportunities and marketing
of open roles for first-line athletes to
compete for corporate roles
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Why Representation Matters for NIKE Employees

NIKE’s approach to employee and business growth is fueled by the belief
that diversity – in all its forms – fosters creativity and accelerates innovation.
Leveraging different perspectives, experiences, and backgrounds generates
unique ideas. To enable this work, we will continue to build a creative and
inclusive culture where all voices are welcomed and heard.
We aspire to be a leader with a diverse and inclusive team and culture.
This is a space where we are choosing to act – and act decisively.

How We Will Win With Representation

We will focus on a systemic approach to improve representation
at NIKE. We seek to advance a diverse and inclusive culture by focusing
on four key areas:
• Representation at all levels of the organization and across all U.S. racial
and ethnic minorities, with a sharp focus on Black, Latinx and female
representation. We will track and measure progress on a regular basis.
• Education is an important enabler of becoming a more diverse, inclusive
culture. We will invest in making educational resources available to build
awareness and understanding on social justice and racial equity.
• Development. We will significantly increase our investment in professional
development to support people to advance and grow their careers at NIKE.
This will include providing more mentorship opportunities and additional
training, resources, and support systems.
• Community. We’re committed to driving positive change in the communities
where we live and work through the efforts of our employee networks,
and the relationships we have with a broad range of suppliers, educational
organizations, and nonprofits.
We will expand our diversity recruitment, retention, and promotion
efforts. In recent years, we have seen great success with our diversity
recruitment programs, and will continue to build on those efforts. We will
increase engagement with and participation from the HBCUs and HSIs, and
will put further academic programs in place with a specific focus on Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM), business, and arts. NIKE will
also continue our talent innovation- and diversity-sourcing programs such as
Serena Design Crew and Women in NIKE, launch a Converse All Stars Design
Team apprenticeship program, and will evolve our internship program into
a direct hire program with an allocated Full-Time Employee (FTE) headcount.
Through the expansion of inclusive and transparent talent practices and
decisions, we will increase participation of underrepresented talent in
accelerated development programs. We will also increase engagement
and decrease turnover of our diverse talent by building sustainable career
roadmaps for our diverse talent for advancement, retention, and growth
with mentorship support.

Lastly, we will put programs in place that enhance the growth opportunities
for our first-line athletes. We will offer a variety of accelerated development
programs and will make corporate roles available through a so-called gateway
program. The gateway program identifies select corporate roles that are a fit
for retail employees who want to pursue a corporate career. In addition, we
are also offering sessions on résumé building and interviewing skills.
We will continue to mitigate bias through transparent and data-driven
talent practices and decisions. We plan to equip our leaders with the
tools, information, and support necessary to achieve their goals. We’ll also
be working closely with our Human Resources Business Partners (HRBPs)
and Diversity Business Partners to help them understand how best to
analyze and use our representation data with their stakeholders, to ensure
strategic alignment and genuine cultural progression over time. We intend to
give all of NIKE’s Vice Presidents access to representation data, with sharp
accountability to deliver on their Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) plans.

Women in Sport
NIKE is committed to improving a woman’s sport experience at every
stage of her journey – from her introduction to the game, through her
daily workouts and all the way to the competitive playing field.
NIKE has helped to grow women’s sport worldwide. We support the
most athletes, teams, and leagues. And for decades, we’ve built
programs that are focused on supporting girls by providing access
and removing barriers to play and sport. We know how important it is
to invite more girls into sport and to keep them in once they start. And
we’re developing curriculums to make the coaching experience for
young girls more inclusive and positive. And, we know we still have more
work to do.
We’ve also learned that while mental health and wellness are important
for all genders, women and girls often face unique challenges. That’s
why we’re partnering with a nonprofit called Crisis Text Line in the U.S.
to help expand access to free, 24/7 mental health support for athletes in
need – all through text message.
So we’re learning. We’re taking action on the challenges we see
before us. And we’re making real progress. But we know there’s more
to do. Because it’s not always about shattering world records and
winning tournaments, sometimes it’s about getting more people to the
starting line.
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Feng Tay (Lifeng Footwear) – Putian, China

2025 Targets

100% of strategic suppliers
are increasing access to career
opportunities and upward mobility
for women employed in their facilities
Why Representation Matters in the Supply Chain

We know that gender diverse businesses perform better and positively
impact workers. Unfortunately, there is a gender gap in almost every industry,
including in footwear and apparel manufacturing. Over 70% of people making
NIKE products are women, yet female representation decreases with the
move into leadership ranks. We believe that increased opportunities for all
workers will equal better business outcomes.
Through our engagement with suppliers, we have shown that a skilled,
valued, and engaged workforce is key for growth. We’ve laid the groundwork
for how they can value and engage their workers. The time is right to deepen
this commitment and drive progress toward a more gender equitable
manufacturing supply chain. We see a future of a more inclusive workforce
where everyone feels respected, included, and heard. This means that we
will continue to support contract manufacturers who invest in their workforce,
ensuring they have the skills, empowerment, and support to reach their
full potential.

How We Will Win in the Supply Chain

We will measure gender equity. We will support our contract suppliers
in advancing gender-equitable policies and practices. We have worked with
the International Center for Research on Women to develop a resource hub
to measure gender equity for the footwear, apparel, and textile manufacturing
sector. This hub provides resources to identify strengths and areas of
improvement for factories interested in advancing gender equitable policies
and examples of the best practices to get there. As a first step toward
achieving this target, our suppliers will complete an annual self-diagnostic
tool to understand their areas of opportunity. We will then support them in
addressing low-scoring areas and developing a long-term action plan to
advance gender equity within their organization.
We will work with the right organizations. We want to support our
contract factories to advance gender equity in their workforces and integrate
this work into their overall human resource management (HRM) systems.
We will look to work with organizations that can help factories implement
best practices in advancing a more equitable workplace, such as supporting
working parents and addressing harassment.
We will identify ways our suppliers can develop strong internal
career pathways and more equitable talent pipelines. We will focus
on contract suppliers who invest in their employees to develop the skills
and competencies to thrive in the future. By focusing first on advancing
gender-equitable policies and practices, then developing strong career
development pathways and external talent pipelines, this will help advance
career opportunities and upward mobility for women in our supply chain.
Our hope is that those gains can be sustained over time through an inclusive
and supportive environment.
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PAY &
BENEFITS
2025 Targets

Maintain 100% pay equity
across all employee levels
on an annual basis
Provide competitive and equitable
benefits for all employees

Why Pay & Benefits Matter

NIKE’s benefits are designed to be competitive and equitable, meet the
diverse needs of our global teammates, and reinforce our values. Our goal
is to support a culture in which everyone feels included and empowered –
and is rewarded for the success we create as a team.

How We Will Win

Pay can be managed and assessed in several ways. NIKE annually
benchmarks with other leading global companies, and uses this data to
inform salary investments, and adjust the pay ranges we use to guide pay
decisions. In addition, we conduct an annual global pay equity review for
our employees across all geographies, functions, and business units. We
define pay equity as equal compensation for women and men globally of all
races/ethnicities in the U.S. who undertake the same work at the same level,
experience, and performance.
We will maintain focus on pay equity. In August 2016, NIKE signed the
White House Equal Pay Pledge, publicly declaring our commitment to review
pay and promotion practices annually, and to review that women and men
who undertake the same work at the same level are equitably compensated.
At that time, we expanded this pledge to also include equity across all races
and ethnicities in the U.S.
We will continue to identify and provide competitive and equitable
benefits, tailored to the needs of our employees. A big part of supporting
our teammates through pay and benefits is listening to our employees to help
inform what we offer. This includes a new Financial Wellness benefit, working
with EY to provide free, independent financial coaching and education
for all U.S.-based employees. Financial support will comprise one-to-one
consultations, group webinars, and on-demand digital learning resources.
We will also continue to support our employees who work from home due to
COVID-19 health and safety measures, providing them with select technology
and ergonomic products through a NIKE-exclusive portal.

NIKE World Headquarters – Beaverton, Oregon

We will continue to support our suppliers in developing mature
compensation approaches. We want to support worker livelihoods and
enable them to remain attractive employers in local labor markets. We will
continue our support for suppliers in developing their strategic compensation
capabilities, as part of our broader HRM programming.
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HEALTH
& SAFETY
2025 Target

100% of strategic suppliers are
building world-class, safe, and
healthy workplaces for people
making our products
Why Health & Safety Matters

We believe all people enjoy a fundamental right to the protection of life
and health in the workplace. As our global business evolves, NIKE aims to
provide safe, hygienic, and healthy workplaces across our value chain, which
includes workplaces operated by contract factories and suppliers. We do this
by adopting and refining safety systems and rules; through education and
training; and by fostering a culture of health and safety.
Throughout the past five years, we have defined a roadmap for achieving
world-class safety performance, tested and piloted programs to create
advanced health and safety management systems, and developed new tools
to measure individual competencies and leadership capabilities that enable
a mature culture of health and safety in the workplace. During our pilot, we
found that our control lines where the health and safety systems were piloted
had 85% lower injury and illness rates compared to traditional manufacturing
lines. Control lines were tested at eight different manufacturing facilities
through 4 million working hours.

How We Will Win

We will scale our Culture of Health and Safety initiative. Our focus for
the next five years is to increase investment in developing a mature culture
of health and safety within our strategic supplier factories. We believe that
mature safety cultures activate and enable safety management systems that
create world-class healthy and safe workplaces.
We will measure the maturity of our contract factories’ safety
programs. The “Culture of Safety Maturity Assessment” (CoSMA) tool
contains 27 health and safety diagnostic elements that assess factory
leadership engagement and accountability, management systems and
processes, and organizational skills and capabilities. The diagnostic elements
within the CoSMA show areas where the factory is performing well and
areas that could improve. Areas of improvement provide a clear roadmap
toward building a world-class safe and healthy workplace. The tool is now
open sourced through a third-party online training platform,13 hosted by the
Phylmar Academy.

Chang Shin (VJ) – Dong Nai, Vietnam

We will encourage self-assessment. To help foster engagement, we
developed online training on how to use our self-assessment tools. As of
FY20, 156 factory and third-party consultants have successfully completed
our online training. The self-assessment can be supported by trained thirdparty consultants or NIKE staff, and the results are calibrated with a worker/
management safety perception survey. Calibrated results are used as a
leading indicator of safety performance.
We will collaborate with external experts. As we continue to elevate a
culture of health and safety within our supply chain and across our industry,
we collaborate with others to resolve common OH&S issues. We have current
engagements with the Fair Labor Association (FLA) and Better Work, a joint
program of the International Labour Organization (ILO), and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC). In our exploration of adding strategic relationships,
including one with the IOSH, we will continue to accelerate our strategy to
build world-class safe and healthy workplaces globally.
We will pilot our Transformational Leadership program with our
largest and most strategic suppliers. As we continue our pilot, we will
adjust and customize the program to meet the cultural, language, and
footwear and apparel industry sector needs of our contract factories. If the
pilot proves to be successful, we plan to scale throughout our remaining 23
key manufacturing supplier group partners. Effective corporate governance
of OH&S and implementing our Transformational Leadership program at
the highest leadership level of an organization will enable more effective and
sustained health and safety programs.

13 https://phylmar.learningcart.com/content/Phylmar-Academy.aspx
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INCLUSIVE
CULTURE &
ENGAGEMENT
2025 Targets

TOP QUARTILE in benchmarked
companies for both engagement
and inclusion
Continue to focus on improving
access to athletes* of all abilities
for our brand, our experiences,
our product, our facilities, and
our company
Why an Inclusive Culture Matters to NIKE Employees

We are deeply committed to fostering a culture and workplace where
employees have a meaningful work experience, feel valued and supported,
and have the right tools and resources to be successful. We know developing
our employees is critical to both personal achievement and business success
– and we continue to approach this growth from several angles.
Diversity and inclusion are core to our purpose and mission, and ability is
one dimension of diversity. Ability inclusion through accessibility comes to
life through our strategy, governance, and implementation.

How We Will Win with Employees

We will focus on educating leaders and managers. We will launch the
next iteration of unconscious bias awareness (UBA) training with a focus on
further expanding and embedding D&I education throughout the employee
journey. In addition, in collaboration with the University of Southern California’s
Race and Equity Center, we will be rolling out a robust diversity and inclusion
curriculum to all 75,000 employees, covering topics such as anti-racism,
racial inequity, and micro-aggressions. Also, the VP Leadership Team
will begin an inclusive leadership certification program with Northwestern
University’s Dr. Alvin Tillery.
We will redefine our performance and development programs.
This includes increasing our focus on mentorship and a targeted education
to ensure we advance the careers of our diverse talent.
We will consistently maintain certification for the MLT Black Equity at
Work Index.14 This index is a clear and comprehensive Black equity standard
for employers. The certification provides NIKE with the roadmap
and recognition necessary to pursue Black equity with focus and rigor.
We will increase participation rates and engagement of women
and U.S. racial and ethnic minorities talent in the All-Employee
Engagement Survey. Our NikeUNITED networks will help drive change
by advocating for participation in the survey and we will share the changes
we’ve made for women globally and U.S. racial and ethnic minorities as
a direct result of survey feedback.
We will establish Workplace Design and Connectivity (WD+C)
“Universal Design” standards and guidelines. NIKE is focused on
creating an inclusive workplace environment through our workspaces and
services so that all employees are able to do their best work. Moving forward,
we will continue to evolve our accessibility workplace standards. This work
will focus on accessibility for employees with physical mobility, hearing and
visual disabilities, as well as neurodivergent employees. An Accessibility
Council has been set up to hear feedback from our employees and help
shape the future workplace standards, as well as creating accessible
meetings and events.
14 https://www.mltblackequityatwork.org/
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Feng Tay (Lifeng Footwear) – Putian, China

2025 Target

100% of strategic suppliers are
measuring and improving the
engagement of the people making
our products
Why an Inclusive Culture Matters in the Supply Chain

We want to empower suppliers to engage with and value their people.
We know that high employee engagement leads to a more efficient, agile,
and committed workforce, which results in beneficial outcomes for both the
individual and the organization. Not only are engaged workers more likely to
feel physically and mentally secure, but they’re also more likely to actively and
positively contribute to their work. Having an engaged workforce is proven
to fundamentally shift overarching business issues such as compensation,
overtime, and workplace conditions.
Over the past five years, we developed and implemented the Engagement
and Wellbeing (EWB) Survey to measure the level of engagement and
experiences of factory workers. While we have been scaling the deployment
of this survey to reach more factories across our supply chain, measuring
worker voice is just the start. We are actively supporting our suppliers in
building capabilities that will increase engagement, and this approach is
foundational to a future where we continue to grow with those factories that
value and engage workers.

How We Will Win in the Supply Chain

We will focus on scaling the EWB Survey. Our goal is to reach 100%
of our strategic suppliers. The more suppliers that we can reach, the better
the grasp we’ll have of the whole industry and the more likely we’ll be able
to change for the better.
We will focus on driving supplier-led measurement of worker voice.
Recognizing that no two suppliers are the same or at the same point in their
worker engagement and wellbeing journey, we plan to meet them where they
are. NIKE’s guidelines will enable a standardized approach and drive supplier
ownership and accountability in this process. We have a robust network of
vendors who leverage mobile and tablet technology to deploy these surveys
digitally, enabling rapid feedback on results and more potential to integrate
into their worker–management communication systems.
We will work with suppliers to incorporate worker engagement and
wellbeing processes into their overall HR approach. We will continue
to evolve tools and advance capabilities to help suppliers convert the insights
from their EWB Survey into actions that positively impact workers. These
include supports such as the EWB Toolkit, which helps factories develop and
implement a process for converting these insights from workers into action
and embedding these practices into their HRM systems.
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EDUCATION &
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
2025 Targets

100% of Vice Presidents complete
and be credentialed on Inclusive
Leadership education
2X investments focused on
professional development for
U.S. racial and ethnic minorities
and women globally
Why Education and Professional Development Matters
Developing our employees is critical to both personal achievement and
business success – and we continue to approach this growth from
several angles.

We’re placing a stronger focus on Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) education for
all NIKE employees and leaders – to make sure everyone has the cultural
awareness and understanding needed to successfully build diverse and
inclusive teams. Education is the foundation and an important first step in
removing implicit and unconscious bias to steward a culture of belonging,
and individual growth and development.
We’re continuing to offer industry-leading development programs and
experiences that empower and enable NIKE employees to realize their career
aspirations. It is our goal to ensure consistent career progression and growth,
and we plan to provide more clarity to help all employees understand how to
build their careers at NIKE.

How We Will Win

We will focus on D&I education. Last year, we started with delivering
foundational D&I training to instill a culture of belonging. To date, over 57,000
employees have completed this training. With our new D&I commitments
and focus on education, we have increased our investment in D&I education,
with a focus on providing deep and immersive education on topics of equity,
inclusion, and anti-racism.
We will strengthen inclusive leadership. We will launch VP Leadership
Team-specific inclusive leadership education and certification, in collaboration
with Northwestern University’s Dr. Alvin Tillery. In parallel, we will offer a
comprehensive company-wide D&I curriculum for all employees through our
relationship with Dr. Shaun Harper of the University of Southern California’s
Race and Equity Center. This curriculum will be self-paced and digitally
delivered through a new digital learning platform. We will amplify this
investment and professional development through mentorship and ongoing
external relationships, and will continue to make leader and employee tools
and resources available.
We will grow awareness and activism in areas of social justice and
racial equality. Education is the prerequisite to awareness. In November
2020, we hosted a three-day VP Leadership Team meeting to provide a
consistent leadership-development experience and set clear leadership
expectations. By educating our leaders, we’re giving them the skills to find
their voice, be advocates and allies, and can scale that to their teams. Going
forward, we expect to continue to roll out more D&I education programs that
build inclusion into our company’s DNA.
We will empower and enable all employees to realize their career
aspirations. We will redefine individual development plan programs and
policies, with sharpened manager training and continue the delivery of
industry-leading development programs and experiences, sharply focused
on U.S. racial and ethnic minorities and women globally, in collaboration
with key educational institutions and associations such as Management
Leadership for Tomorrow (MLT), The Executive Leadership Council (ELC),
The Alumni Society, and Stanford Continuing Education Programs.
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BUSINESS
DIVERSITY
& INCLUSION
2025 Targets

$1 BILLION cumulative spend
on diverse suppliers
Why Business Diversity & Inclusion Matters

Promoting Business Diversity & Inclusion models provides NIKE full access
to innovation and creativity to stay competitive and forward-thinking in the
global marketplace. It’s a way to grow economic opportunity and create
equal playing fields for all, everywhere we do business.

We will network to create relationships both internally and externally
to further the reach of Business Diversity & Inclusion. Internally, our
goal is to spread awareness and adoption of our program strategy on all levels
of leadership across the organization. Our external goal is to connect to the
global network of the Supplier Diversity industry including Supplier Diversity
councils, government-affiliated Chambers of Commerce, and other Fortune
500 corporations.
We will focus on the diversity of the people in the entire NIKE
ecosystem to be representative of the diverse communities we
serve. Our areas of focus range from our internal workforce, contingent labor
workforce (contractors), and the external workforce of our suppliers in terms
of representation on NIKE accounts.

In addition, Business Diversity & Inclusion amplifies our ability to speak
authentically to our diverse consumer base. It helps us generate new ideas
that can change the world around us, as well as how we conduct business
on a daily basis. Business Diversity & Inclusion recognizes that NIKE can only
reach its full potential by forming robust relationships with diverse businesses.
Ultimately, we believe that a diverse and inclusive team is a winning team.

How We Will Win

We will build and develop a robust pipeline of diverse suppliers.
Our goal is to create a sustainable pathway for cross-industry suppliers
to engage with NIKE. Through this work we will be able to empower the
communities we serve through diverse and inclusive business relationships.
We will create and enforce policies that will serve as procedural
guidelines to influence and track spend with diverse suppliers.
Holding our cross-functional teams accountable for diverse and inclusive
sourcing will deepen our engagement and ability to drive impact.

NIKE World Headquarters – Beaverton Oregon
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FOUNDATIONAL
EXPECTATIONS
2025 Target

100% of facilities in our extended
supply chain meet NIKE’s
foundational labor, health, safety,
and environmental standards
demonstrating respect for the rights
of their workers and communities
where they operate
Why Foundational Expectations Matter

Our commitment to serving athletes everywhere has taught us that equality
on the field is a powerful catalyst to driving equality off the field. NIKE
supports human rights as defined by the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, which recognizes that “all human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights.” We work to elevate human potential through our products,
relationships, and operations – something that cannot be accomplished
without a fundamental respect for human rights throughout NIKE’s operations.
We expect that these foundational principles are respected throughout
our suppliers and supply chain, and across NIKE’s operations. And while
we have focused on elevating this commitment with our Tier 1 finished
goods suppliers, we are taking the next step in this evolution to extend
measurement of performance against NIKE’s foundational standards across
our extended supply chain to facilities that make and move our product,
including Tier 1, high-volume Tier 2, distribution centers, and NIKE owned
and operated facilities.

How We Will Win

To enable our operations to hit our expectations of foundational labor, health,
safety, and environmental standards, we need robust factory monitoring
systems in place. When it comes to factory audits, a frequent challenge
that the apparel and footwear industry faces is audit duplication and lack of
resources to invest in improving working conditions across the supply chain.
We will apply a holistic factory-monitoring system across our supply
chain. NIKE is a signatory of the Social & Labor Convergence Program
(SLCP) and a member of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC), which seek
to drive industry convergence on factory compliance to mitigate issues. Their
approach is based on supplier ownership of responsible manufacturing and
aligns with NIKE’s approach to drive sustainable and consistent performance
with our contract factories. Our goal is to replace our current supplier factory
monitoring system with this industry approach to monitor labor, health and
safety, and environmental compliance. NIKE just began extending this holistic
approach with our Tier 2 dyeing and finishing suppliers. Moving forward, we
will continue to scale within our AIR MI facilities, Tier 1 and 2 supply base and
logistics providers.
We will update our Code of Conduct and Code Leadership Standards
(CLS). To further extend this approach to monitoring compliance across
NIKE’s extended supply chain, we are updating our Code of Conduct and
CLS. This, in turn, will help prevent evolving risks, for example by reducing
carbon emissions and advancing construction safety.
We will introduce programs designed to address common risks in
the supply chain. This will help our extended supply chain meet our holistic
foundational standards. For example, to prevent and eliminate forced labor,
we will scale programs to improve our understanding of its root cause,
particularly for vulnerable groups such as foreign migrant workers. We will
also tackle these issues through capability building and supplier ownership,
and by strengthening our external relationships to advocate for meaningful
improvements to laws governing responsible recruitment and employment
of vulnerable workers.
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COMMUNITY

WE BUILD
COMMUNITY
THROUGH
THE LOVE
OF SPORT.
Through sport, we build interconnected community
and opportunity.
Strengthening our communities begins with getting
kids moving. We team up with grassroots organizations,
business relationships, and employees to help kids
– especially those who face the steepest barriers –
realize their potential through play and sport.
We’re investing in more equal, inclusive, and
active communities – starting with the cities where
we live, work, and operate around the world.
We’re taking meaningful action to address
systemic racism – including committing $140 million
from NIKE, Inc., Michael Jordan, and Jordan Brand
to support the Black Community.
When crisis strikes, we’re ready to help lift up our
communities. Whether it’s manufacturing protective
equipment for healthcare workers or providing financial
relief after devastating wildfires, we’re there to support
our employees and the communities they call home.

ACTIVE
KIDS
2025 Target

Drive sustained community impact
by getting kids moving in our key
cities and sourcing backyards, with
50% girl participation
Why Active Kids Matter

Made to Play is rooted in more than a decade of academic and practical
insights that still hold true today.15 Active kids are more likely to have better
physical health over their lifetime, higher educational attainment, professional
success, greater self-esteem, positive relationships, and stronger life skills.
Today, girls are less active than boys and, on average, drop out of sport at a
higher rate. To get more kids moving around the world, there is an urgent need
to focus on girls in particular and break down the barriers to play and sport
so she may enjoy equal access to benefits of sport over her lifetime.

How We Will Win

The vision of Made to Play has always been to create a world in which
all children experience the lifetime benefits of play and sport. We lead with
an equity lens – focusing on leveling the playing field for everyone. We know
that economics, gender, and the quality of a coach all play key roles in kids’
participation and engagement rates, so we’re focusing investments
in those areas.
We will invest in girls’ participation. This starts with funding organizations
that implement intentional girls programming – can be exclusively for girls
or gender-inclusive. We will support our portfolio of program engagements
to learn from best practices and one another on intentional recruitment and
retention of girls in their programs.
We will focus on training coaches. In order to maximize investments in
great programs, such a NIKE Community Ambassadors and digital coaching
tools, we know that coach training is a priority. And not only training but
focusing on adding more inclusive and female coaches. The child/coach
relationship is the leading factor on whether or not a child stays in sport.
By continuing our investment in inspiring and training coaches, this will
serve as one of the most powerful investment levers for getting kids to fall
in love with play and sport, so that they may lead healthier, happier and more
successful lives.

Berlin Kickt – Berlin, Germany

We will focus on intersectionality. We know that some kids face more
barriers than others when it comes to getting and staying active, so we invest
in programming that helps remove barriers to play and sport for the least
active kids, such as girls, kids in underserved areas and kids with different
abilities. By sharpening our outcome strategy to focus on girls’ participation
and using Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) filters to select impactful relationships,
we can focus on making strategic investments to benefit those kids and
communities who need it most.

15 Research: (1) WHO Global Plan for Physical Activity (2) Women’s sports Foundation
https://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/articles_and_report/keeping-girls-in-the-game/
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INCLUSIVE
COMMUNITIES
2025 Target

Invest $125 MILLION to support
organizations working to level the
playing field and addressing racial
inequality
Why Inclusive Communities Matter

Investing in more equal, inclusive, and active communities isn’t just the right
thing to do as a business, it’s also critical for helping to realize a thriving future
for our kids, communities, and the planet. Discrimination and bias create
barriers to reaching one’s full potential, and in turn, can hold our communities
back. That’s why we’re investing in business relationships, programs, and
initiatives dedicated to leveling the playing field and addressing inequality.

How We Will Win

We will invest in and actively manage a robust portfolio of
organizations and activities that advance diversity, equity,
and inclusion at NIKE and in the world. This portfolio will help to
advance NIKE commitments and investments in people, the planet, and
communities globally.
We will focus on intersectional issues. Intersectionality across race,
gender, and orientation is a key consideration in our grantmaking, as it
enables us to create more impact in each of the communities and focus areas
where we seek to drive positive change. Each year, we will provide grants to
nonprofits working to level the playing field for the communities represented
by our eight NIKE Employee Networks (NikeUNITED).16 These investments will
aim to create impact at the intersection of race, gender, and orientation, and
in turn, create opportunities and spaces for people to unite through the power
of sport.

Play Academy with Naomi Osaka

We are committed to ending systemic racism. Addressing systemic
racism requires urgent action and sustained engagement – and NIKE, Inc.
is committed to all of them. In 2020, NIKE, Inc. announced a combined
$140 million commitment on behalf of the Nike and Jordan brands and
Michael Jordan to advance a more just and equal society for Black
Americans. This includes a $40 million commitment over the next four years
to invest in and support organizations focused on economic empowerment to
address racial inequality for the Black community. In addition, Michael Jordan
and the Jordan Brand committed $100 million over 10 years to support the
Black community, also focused on social justice. We will focus our investment
on strategic national organizations, as well as supporting local community
groups, and we’ll engage employees throughout.

16 https://purpose.nike.com/employee-networks
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EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
2025 Target

Increase the number of employees
engaged in their communities
to a minimum of 35%

Why Employee Engagement Matters

Today, more than ever, the best talent expects their employer of choice to
reflect their values and support communities. Any brand that expects to be
competitive must enable their workforce to make a difference in the world.
At NIKE, we want our employees to be engaged at every level. A healthy,
engaged workforce ensures productivity, business, and employee success
and overall wellbeing. By connecting our employees’ values with the brands’
values, we fuel inclusion, a connection to sustainability, and a commitment to
local communities.

How We Will Win

NIKE will leverage our global presence and digital capabilities to scale
our impact, making sure we reach all employees across all NIKE divisions
and geographies so they can be a part of delivering our Purpose in the
communities where they live and work.
We will increase the impact of employee giving. NIKE will build upon the
learnings from the last five years and incredible generosity of NIKE employees
to make giving easier and more impactful. NIKE will continue to invest in the
digital capabilities for employees to volunteer and donate, such as offering
virtual volunteering opportunities and user-generated campaigns on NIKE’s
Give Your Best17 employee giving portal. And, NIKE will increase match cap
limits from $1,000 to $2,500 for Volunteer Rewards and from $10,000 to
$25,000 for employee donation matching.
We will scale engagement globally. In addition to investments in inclusive
culture and employee engagement for NIKE, we’ll also continue to invest
in our retail employees. We will work to establish meaningful community
connections with programs like NIKE Community Ambassador (NCA). NCA is
a program that builds upon NIKE retail employees’ passion for play and sport
to help get kids moving all around the world. Nike Direct employees have the
opportunity to leverage research-based coach training and tailor the insights
to deliver locally relevant programs with third-party organizations in schools
and community programs from Barcelona to Beijing.

Sportstec – Johannesburg, South Africa

17 https://purpose.nike.com/engaging-our-employees
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COMMUNITY
INVESTMENT
2025 Target

Invest 2% of prior-year pre-tax
income to drive positive impact
in communities.
Why Community Investment Matters

To help communities to thrive, NIKE is committed to making Purpose-driven
investments that help ensure we have active kids and inclusive communities.
NIKE’s long history of community investment in its primary markets and
sourcing backyards has resulted in giving millions of kids the opportunity
to realize the multi-dimensional benefits of play and sport, ranging from
better physical and mental health, higher educational outcomes and overall
success in life. Community investments also drive NIKE, Inc.’s commitment
to leveling the playing field for all, so that nothing gets in the way of kids
and communities realizing their full potential. And, community investments
power NIKE Inc.’s support to retail and corporate employees so they can
give their best to supporting community organizations through donations
and volunteering – matched by the Nike Foundation.

How We Will Win

NIKE is uniquely positioned to focus our community investments to address
the global crisis of physical inactivity in kids and make investments that aim
to level the playing field and address racial inequality.
We will increase our investment. Over the past five years, we’ve
consistently outperformed our goal of investing a minimum of 1.5% of prioryear pre-tax income to impact communities around the world. Communities
also need support like never before, and so we have made new commitments
and incremental investments. We’re raising the bar on ourselves to invest 2%
of prior-year pre-tax income going forward – to inspire all of us to do as much
as we can to make a difference.
We will continue to build a dynamic sports-led portfolio of social impact
investments that focus on the power of sport and engage our internal teams,
external relationships, athletes, and stakeholders to drive impact.

NIKE x Pigalle basketball court – Beijing, China

We will use data and insights to steer our investments to reach those
children who are moving least. Also, we’ll leverage digital solutions to scale
our impact, such as investing in digital coach training tools to reach more
coaches globally.
We will focus on intersectionality. We know that some kids and
communities face more barriers than others – whether that be accessing
education, sport, or mentorship – so we invest in community organizations
and programs that aim to remove barriers for all kids and communities.
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PLANET

TO PROTECT
OUR PLANET,
WE DON’T
WAIT FOR
SOLUTIONS,
WE CREATE
THEM.

When it comes to the health of our environment,
we need to care for the planet we have now.
We believe that sport should always have a future.
In a value chain that is global and highly complex,
we are focused on system change. And as the largest
company in our industry, we’re determined to do our
part – to do better, scale better, and be better.
Our people are innovating to design out waste –
by using materials more efficiently, transforming
scrap materials into products and scaling solutions
for circularity.
We’ve set bold, science-based goals to aggressively
reduce NIKE carbon footprint and we’re leveraging
our scale and influence to help others do the same.
We’re working across the industry and beyond to
lower our shared impact – because climate action
is collective action.

CARBON
2025 Targets

Additional Target

70% absolute reduction of
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
in owned or operated facilities
through 100% renewable electricity
and fleet electrification

To meet our 2030 Science-Based
Target, we need to reduce our
carbon footprint by 65% in owned
or operated spaces and by 30%
across our extended supply chain

Greenhouse gas emissions
from key suppliers’ manufacturing
and transportation operations
will BE AT OR BELOW 2020 LEVELS,
DESPITE ANTICIPATED BUSINESS
GROWTH, through use of renewable
energy, energy efficiency, and
alternative fuels

Why Carbon Matters

0.5 MILLION tons of GHG
emissions reduced through
increasing our use of
environmentally preferred materials
to 50% of all key materials

Climate change poses a threat to the future of sport. From marathon
start times moving into pre-dawn hours to players and fans suffering heat
exhaustion due to extreme weather conditions, we are seeing widespread
impact on sport participation. As a sports company, this has the potential
to directly impact our business – resulting in missed market opportunities,
lost sales, and long-term decreased consumer demand on athletic apparel,
footwear, and equipment.
Operational disruption from climate change, both acute and long term,
represents another risk to NIKE. We see this through extreme weather events
– like hurricanes and wildfires – that impact NIKE stores, distribution centers,
and supplier factories. Another example is how rising temperatures in the
regions where our suppliers are located can create poor labor conditions
and potential labor shortages. Finally, a changing climate can create water
shortages which directly impact cotton price and supply.

How We Will Win

We will focus on innovating and scaling low-carbon materials.
We know that materials make up approximately 70% of our carbon footprint.
By reusing existing plastics, yarns, and textiles, we significantly reduce
our emissions.
• Nike Flyknit: A lightweight fabric precision-engineered with an average
of 60% less waste than in traditional footwear upper manufacturing.
• Flyleather: It looks, feels, and smells like natural leather, made by binding
at least 50% recycled leather fibers with synthetic fibers using a waterpowered process. This creates less waste and a lower impact on climate
change compared to full grain leather.
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European Logistics Campus – Laakdal, Belgium

• Nike Air: Nike Air soles are composed of at least 50% recycled
manufacturing waste.
• Recycled Polyester: Made from plastic bottles, which are cleaned, shredded
into flakes, converted into pellets, and then spun into a high-quality yarn.
In addition to reducing waste, recycled poly lowers carbon emissions by
up to 30% compared to virgin poly.
• Cotton: 100% of the cotton we use across our entire product line is certified
organic, recycled, or Better Cotton sourced through the Better Cotton
Initiative. We recycle more than 680,000 kilograms of cotton each year
while caring for soil health and natural habitats, without fossil fuel-derived
pesticides or synthetic fertilizers, and while respecting the rights of workers
and farmers.
• Recycled Nylon: Transformed from a variety of materials, like carpet and
used fish nets. The nylon is cleaned, sorted, and converted into flakes, all
before undergoing a chemical or mechanical recycling process. Garments
that use materials made from recycled nylon reduce carbon emissions by
up to 50% compared to virgin nylon.
We will work to decarbonize our extended value chain. Our value chain
represents the largest part of our carbon footprint. We will continue to focus
on energy efficiency improvements with manufacturing suppliers and expand
suppliers’ use of onsite and offsite renewable energy. We will improve supplier
resiliency by providing a common set of foundational management tools to
assess and mitigate climate risks, and identify strategic opportunities sparked
by the shift to a lower carbon economy.
We will adopt alternative fuels. The transportation industry currently uses
mostly fossil fuels. Alternative fuels, such as biofuels or electric vehicles, can
offer a substantial carbon reduction. The alternative fuel market is still limited
across regions and all modes of transportation, but they are starting to mature

due to early adopter and customer demand. We will work to adopt
alternative fuels and help bring them to scale. Building off successful pilots,
we will work to scale up our use of biofuels in ocean transportation. The
majority of our product travels from factory origin to destination country
via ocean transportation, offering an opportunity to make a sizeable impact.
We will also work toward scaling alternative fuels, especially electrification,
with last mile deliveries.
We will reduce air freight. Inbound air freight is 42 times more carbonintensive than ocean freight. Going forward, we have a cross-functional effort
focusing on eliminating root causes, identifying alternative transportation
services that will allow us to expedite shipments without using air freight,
and developing a robust accountability framework.
We must focus on the areas where we have direct control. For our
global workspaces, we will continue to increase the adoption of and access
to renewable energy through building energy, electrification of campus
service vehicles, and supporting employees in making their commutes more
sustainable. We will create and operate spaces that leverage sustainable
building design principles to increase energy efficiency, and maximize use
of existing, recycled, and sustainable building materials, furniture, and fixtures.
In addition, we will support employees by providing transparency around flight
emissions, and engage in projects with airlines to increase adoption
of sustainable aviation fuels.
We will collaborate with others to advance our goals. Our approach is
to drive collective action to accelerate change. A recent example was in July
2020, when we announced that we had become a founding member of the
newly launched Transform to Net Zero initiative. This work brings together
a cross-sectoral group of climate leaders, initiated by Microsoft, who will
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enable the business transformation needed to limit global warming to 1.5°C
above pre-industrial levels.With a focus on policy, innovation and finance,
this initiative will allow us to translate our 2025 climate targets across our
supply chain into tangible action through collaboration and best-practice
sharing. Collectively, the initiative demonstrates the transformation of our own
businesses and hopes to inspire that of our peers.
In May 2020, NIKE joined an event sponsored by Ceres of more than 330
companies to call on federal lawmakers to include long-term climate solutions
into future economic recovery plans, which culminated in the largest ever call
to action from the business community to the U.S. Congress on the ongoing
climate crisis.
Additional examples of climate policy advocacy work include our work
with the Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action – a commitment
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change –
and our continued collaboration with the USAID Vietnam Low Emission
Energy Program (V-LEEP) to assist with advocating for policy supporting
the Vietnamese Government’s renewable energy Direct Power Purchase
Agreement (DPPA) pilot.

Sustainable Design in Retail
NIKE’s digital and experiential retail acceleration is inspiring new
consumer journeys and more personalized offerings – with an emphasis
on sustainable innovation. From the sustainable materials in our design
and fixtures, to the renewable energy that powers our doors, we’re
leading with immersive retail experiences that invite consumers along on
our Move to Zero journey.
In FY20, we continued testing sustainability design elements in our Nike
Live stores – NIKE by Long Beach and NIKE by Glendale – using Nike
Grind and material scraps to help create everything from the displays,
to flooring to wall paneling. We then extended these learnings to two
new, large format stores that opened in July 2020. The world’s first Nike
Rise door (Nike Guangzhou) was designed with 20,000 kg of recycled
materials. And Nike Paris – House of Innovation 002 – was built with
more than 80,000 kg of recycled materials and is powered largely
by wind energy. Also, with sustainable products and Move to Zero
storytelling elements featured throughout the store, Nike Paris was a key
driver in relaunching NIKE’s Reuse-A-Shoe footwear-recycling program.

Global State of Carbon Emissions

NIKE’S
SUPPLY
CHAIN

M TCO2e = Million tons of CO2 Equivalent

FOOTWEAR
AND APPAREL
INDUSTRY

WORLDWIDE
EMISSIONS


NIKE
Owned or Operated
0.1M TCO2E
 IKE Key Operations
N
3.7M18 TCO2E
 IKE Product materials
N
4.2M TCO2E
18 Part of Scope 3 emissions
footprint. Includes all
of Tiers 1 and 2
manufacturing and inbound
and outbound logistics.

Footwear and Apparel Industry
2,100M19 TCO2E

Figures represent annual TCO2e

19 Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/
our-insights/fashion-on-climate

Global Emissions
50,000M20 TCO2E
20 Source: https://ourworldindata.org/greenhouse-gas-emissions
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WASTE
2025 Targets

10% waste reduction per unit
in manufacturing, distribution,
headquarters, and packaging
through improved design and
operational efficiency
100% waste diverted from landfill
in our extended supply chain with
at least 80% recycled back into
NIKE products and other goods
10X the amount of finished
product waste refurbished,
recycled, or donated

Why Waste Matters

The traditional linear system of production, based on a take–make–waste
model, is outdated and adds additional strain to the world’s natural
resources and ecosystems. Brands and manufacturers are bearing the cost
of producing materials that go to waste, while simultaneously paying for
disposal. Additionally, today’s consumers, investors, governments, and
NGOs expect brands to help be part of the solution.
A more sustainable and circular future requires designing waste out of
products from the start, optimizing manufacturing processes for maximum
material efficiency, and managing scrap material via circular systems to
preserve, recover, renew, and regenerate its physical utility and economic
value for society and the planet – now and for future generations. We know
this requires an integrated, holistic approach involving NIKE Product Creation,
Manufacturing, Sourcing, Engineering, Innovation, and Costing teams working
together on short, medium, and long-term initiatives to improve systems that
drive and enable selection and use of virgin and scrap materials.
Waste has an impact on the environment. Our waste footprint is growing in
some regions that lack adequate waste management systems, posing a risk
to our environment and the people who live there. The longer-term global
impacts from the production of materials that are wasted is even greater
than the short-term, regional impacts of disposing this waste. These “material
lifecycle impacts” – including carbon emissions, non-renewable resource
depletion, air/water/soil pollution, ecosystem degradation – contribute
significantly to the climate and biodiversity crises. In fact, manufacturing waste
contributes to more than 10% of NIKE’s carbon footprint and reducing and
recycling waste helps to meet NIKE’s carbon-reduction targets and mitigate
other environmental impacts.
Waste is also costly. We spend hundreds of millions of dollars each year
on materials that don’t end up in our product. Defective components and
product not only drive waste, but also increase factory energy consumption
and labor cost, and reduce factory productivity. Increasing material yields,
reducing defective parts, and rethinking cartons that become waste after
a single use are keys not just to mitigating environmental impact but also
reducing cost and meeting increasing demand with fewer new factories.
We seek to achieve more with our materials.
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We will focus first on mastering the fundamentals. We can’t reduce
and recycle waste unless we measure it, so we will continue improving our
waste-estimating and -measurement practices. Defects are an indicator of
opportunities for improvement in design and/or manufacturing, so we will
focus on reducing defects. Scrap materials can’t be recycled unless they can
compete with virgin alternatives. This means quality needs to be preserved
and processing costs minimized from the point of generation (i.e., the
production line), so we will continue to require factories to segregate, bag,
tag, weigh, and carefully store scrap material starting at the production line.
We will reduce the impact of packaging. While packaging is needed to
support the protection of manufacturing input materials/components and
finished product throughout our extensive supply chain, we will continue to
look for ways to reduce its impacts. We have analyzed our footwear, apparel,
and accessory packaging systems to identify the areas of reduction, ways to
use less material (i.e., lighter weight packaging, reusable packaging, etc.) or
alternative structures.

Feng Tay Factory – Putian, China

How We Will Win

We will take an end-to-end approach. Reducing waste from our value
chain requires coordination across teams from ideation, to creation, to sale,
to recycle, and to takeback. It requires a systemic and systematic approach,
where every decision minimizes waste.
To do this, we are targeting the following initiatives:
• Using materials that are lighter weight and have inherently higher yields
and generate less waste than those historically used (e.g., Flyleather,
KIND leather, or synthetic leather instead of traditional natural leather)
• Continuing to perfect and sustain the shape, size, and nesting of parts
cut from rolled materials to minimize gaps between cut parts that
become waste
• Designing molded component shapes that are simpler, less intricate,
and have fewer color layers so they generate fewer defects

In footwear, we will switch from single-use to reusable cartons and bags
for shipping input materials and components to factories, and lightweight
our Master Outer Cartons (i.e., the boxes that ship multiple shoe boxes
from factory to distribution centers) and tissue paper used to wrap shoes.
Balancing the need to protect product and reducing waste, we aim to use
toe stuffing only where it is absolutely needed. We will optimize specialty shoe
packaging leveraging the best materials so that all aspects of the shoe box
can be recycled. We will also make sure our shoe boxes are sized the best
with each shoe size, reducing the amount of unused space in the shoe box.
We will continue to expand the opportunity to leverage our SIOC (ships in own
container) shoe box, as introduced with Space Hippie in FY20. In apparel and
accessories, we will also light weight our master outer cartons. We continue
to optimize our hangtag system, using more sustainable materials and
optimizing size. Finally, we will explore ways to optimize the various packaging
elements used in products such as gym bags, gloves, and shin guards.
In addition, through NIKE’s participation in the Fashion Pact,21 a global
coalition of companies in the fashion and textile industry committed to a
common set of environmental goals, we are on track to eliminate plastic
bags in our retail stores by the end of calendar year 2021. We have also
launched an initiative to explore alternative materials or solutions to current
plastic polybags.
We will find the highest value for finished product waste. Finished
product waste is any product that can no longer be sold or utilized through
its original intended channel, including our product that reaches the end of its
life in consumer closets. Throughout our supply chain, there are a variety of
reasons that a product falls into this designation. We recognize that there is
often much “life” left in these products and have doubled down on our efforts
to establish the foundational capabilities necessary to move this product up
the waste hierarchy through a circular supply chain, new consumer offerings,
and optimized decision-making processes.

• Increasing focus on closed-loop recycling, meaning how much of our
own waste goes back into our own products

We will reenergize our product take back program. We have effectively
run our Reuse-A-Shoe program for over 25 years. We believe the time is
right to reenergize our product take-back by directly engaging consumers
on sustainability. We know they are a vital component to capture waste at
the end of the value chain.

• Working on breakthrough innovations to recycle some of the biggest
drivers of our non-recycled manufacturing scrap materials, including leather,
synthetic leather, blended textiles and other mixed materials

21 https://thefashionpact.org/

• Applying proven Lean and Six Sigma methods to continuously and
consistently address waste root causes on a sustained basis
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We will catalyze demand for recycled materials. We have set ambitious
recycling targets with a key focus on closed-loop recycling and moving
materials up the waste hierarchy. We know manufacturing scraps have value,
and we are enhancing NIKE’s circular waste supply chain to access, move,
and recycle excess materials. In collaboration with an ecosystem of global
consolidators and recycling centers, we are building a circular supply chain to
recover and transform manufacturing scraps into valuable materials. And our
NIKE Innovation Teams are working with industry experts to identify new and
emerging recycling technologies and processors to transform what would be
waste into feedstocks for manufacturing new materials and products.
By working with NIKE’s Product Creation Teams and external global
companies, we are identifying new ways to incorporate Nike Grind materials
into innovative products. Since FY16, we’ve identified and contracted with
a third party to recycle a particularly challenging waste type, post-tannery
leather. This waste is used in NIKE Flyleather – an engineered leather made
with at least 50% recycled leather scraps, combined with synthetic materials,
thereby redirecting leather waste from energy recovery and enabling
recycling options that did not previously exist. By investing in research and
development and expanding relationships, we can increase the use of
Nike Grind materials and recycle more materials into NIKE products and
other goods.
We will innovate new solutions. We won’t achieve our targets with the
current methods and materials at our disposal. We plan to invest in innovation
to enable breakthroughs in recycled and recyclable materials, new machines
and methods of make to use material most efficiently, and new recycling
technologies. We also want to find new ways to integrate waste into new
products – taking what we started with Space Hippie, which was made with
at least 25% recycled content by weight, and scaling up by extending to
new products.

Waste Hierarchy

MOST
PREFERRED
Highest Value
Preserved; Lowest Risk

Waste Reduction

In-House Recycling

Closed-Loop Recycling

Lowest Value
Preserved; Highest Risk

LEAST
PREFERRED

Space Hippie
Space Hippie is an exploratory footwear collection inspired by life on
Mars – where materials are scarce and there is no resupply mission.
Created from scraps, or “space junk,” Space Hippie is the result of
sustainable practices meeting radical design.
Space Hippie’s Flyknit yarn is made from 85–90% recycled content,
including plastic bottles, t-shirts, and post-industrial scraps. Crater
Foam tooling uses about 12% Nike Grind rubber combined with foam
materials for a more sustainable, lightweight, and responsive feel during
city exploration.
We’re working to ditch the double box and ship Space Hippie shoes
in a single shoebox made from repurposed material.

We will engage employees and vendors to help us reduce waste.
We are focused on eliminating waste, and educating and inspiring employees
toward action. We will continue to create and operate spaces that embody
circularity, reuse, and the total elimination of single-use waste. We will
continue to make progress on eliminating food packaging and other hardto-recycle items, and on increasing the amount of food, furniture, and other
items donated to surrounding communities.
In addition, we will continue to innovate new ways we can impact waste
beyond the reach of our current operations like our Home Grown program.
Originating out of a desire to address staggering food waste from COVID19-affected food supply chains and support our local farming community,
the WHQ NIKE Food Services Team worked with trusted local farms to
fight food waste by creating a service that connects employees and their
families directly with local, seasonal produce. Our teams also continue to
innovate with NIKE waste streams, collaborating with construction industry
professionals to leverage NIKE waste in building construction materials
that can be used, not only in our NIKE workplaces, but at scale across
the construction industry.
We recently completed a zero-waste audit to collect the data needed
to develop opportunities to increase diversion. Over the next five years,
our areas of focus will be:
• Educating employees on proper waste disposal to decrease contamination
rates and maximize proper collection of compost and recyclables

NIKE Sponsored Program Recycling

• Continuing progress on eliminating food packaging and other
hard-to-recycle consumables

Downcycling

• Creating relationships with third-party vendors to increase donations to the
community and manage hard-to-recycle items that cannot be processed
by our local/city waste municipalities

Energy Recovery

• Continuing to develop opportunities to utilize and reuse NIKE waste
and other waste streams in the construction of NIKE workplaces

Landfill or Incineration
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WATER
2025 Targets

25% reduction in freshwater use
per kg in textile dyeing and finishing
13 BILLION liters restored through
a portfolio of watershed projects
that support long-term resilience
for water-stressed ecosystems and
communities within our extended
cotton supply chains
Why Water Matters

Climate change causes abnormal weather patterns across the globe that
result in more severe and prolonged droughts and flooding. We must build
resilience, especially when only 0.5% of the Earth’s water22 is available
freshwater that must be shared between the entire human population,
the environment and wildlife, food and non-food agriculture, and industry
and manufacturing.
In terms of NIKE’s supply chain, cotton growing accounts for 69% of our
overall global water footprint while materials manufacturing – water is the
most-used chemical for the dyeing and finishing of textiles – makes up
another 22% of our overall freshwater footprint. With 91% of NIKE’s overall
freshwater footprint tied directly to materials sourcing and manufacturing, we
believe it’s critical for NIKE to ensure responsible freshwater use in our supply
chain, and, as good global citizens, do what we can to minimize our overall
freshwater footprint.

Murray Darling, Australia

How We Will Win

We will continue our successful organic cotton blending program
and expand recycled cotton blending for apparel. Organic cotton
lifecycle assessments show that this farming method reduces water
consumption in the growing phase since it happens in more rain-fed areas
than those that require irrigation. In addition, recycled cotton has a significant
reduced-water impact as it bypasses the growing phase entirely, which has
the largest effect on the water footprint.

22 https://www.usbr.gov/mp/arwec/water-facts-ww-water-sup.html
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State-of-the-art wastewater treatment at the Ramatex textile mill in Suzhou, China

We will advance our watershed-restoration program in water-stressed
regions of our cotton supply chain. NIKE’s watershed restoration work
is focused on our extended cotton supply chain. The primary benefit of
these watershed-restoration projects is not only reductions in our freshwater
footprint, they can also have secondary benefits such as reductions in
pesticide runoff, improved soil health, and better community access to water
depending on local needs and conditions.
We are working with The Nature Conservancy and started by piloting two
projects in Maharashtra, India and Murray Darling, Australia. In India, we
funded a one-year integrated drought risk management strategy by installing
drip irrigation at smallholder farms with a focus on vulnerable communities
and female farmers. In Australia, we supported the establishment of a
conservation covenant to permanently protect 80,000 hectares of biodiverse
wetlands and floodplains at Gayini Nimmie-Caira, a region with intensive
agriculture, including cotton. This will help to restore cultural heritage sites
and medicinal food plants; transfer ownership to the Nari Nari community (the
Traditional Custodians of the land), unlock perpetual conservation funding,
and protect the habitat of hundreds of species. We will expand this water
restoration project portfolio over the next five years to reach the 2025 target.

We will reduce water use and improve wastewater treatment in textile
dyeing and finishing. We have laid the groundwork to make meaningful
change. To help manage water and treat wastewater, we created awareness
with our FY20 baseline effort when we provided our suppliers with their
monthly freshwater data and showed them how they ranked compared to
their global and local peers with respect to freshwater use. Then, we drove
commitment from the vendors to develop plans to reduce their freshwater
use between now and FY25.
We will focus on building capability. Our goal is that properly trained
people are responsible for managing water and treating wastewater.
Capability building will take several forms:
• Deploying NIKE’s Water Minimum Program, which outlines the basic
expectations for our suppliers to adopt water industry best practices
• Innovating to intercept emerging issues within our supply chain to
enable them to maximize their freshwater efficiency
• Providing vendors training on best practices by water industry experts
• Leveraging collective action by adopting the ZDHC Wastewater Treatment
System Operator Minimum Qualifications Guideline
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CHEMISTRY
2025 Target

Adopt cleaner chemistry
alternatives for our 10 priority
chemistries across our supply chain
Why Chemistry Matters

When people think of NIKE, chemistry may not immediately come to mind.
But since Bill Bowerman’s early experiments unlocked our original innovations
(i.e., the launch of the waffle sole in 1972),23 NIKE’s effective use of chemistry
has elevated product performance and shaped manufacturing. Chemistry
provides the foundation of our materials and products. From raw-material
processing to product creation to new methods of make, chemistry lets us
innovate and influence design, performance, and sustainability throughout the
value chain. Every NIKE product and initiative leverages chemistry.
Using chemicals more efficiently with less impact can have human,
environmental, and economic benefits. These include reduced hazardous
waste generation, cleaner air and water due to reduced emissions, improved
health for workers, and decreased need for end-of-pipe treatments such
as wastewater.
Materials with cleaner chemistry lead to a cascade of benefits for people
and the planet. Substandard chemicals result in inefficient production,
unnecessary chemical byproducts, and even the release of hazardous
substances. Additionally, designing out chemical hazards greatly increases
our journey toward a circular economy, where materials we create today will
be subject to new, more stringent requirements many years in the future.
When we evaluate and make choices about chemicals, we consider several
sustainability impacts, including water, air, waste, and energy. A holistic view
of a chemical’s footprint is necessary to ensure we move in the right direction.

23 https://news.nike.com/news/bill-bowerman-nike-s-original-innovator

How We Will Win

There are choices suppliers must make around if, how, and when to use
chemistry. Our compliance focus emphasized RSL and MRSL programs.
Then, we built simpler and more transparent guidelines to support our
suppliers in realizing the vision of zero discharge of hazardous chemicals.
In 2020, NIKE supported the release of the ZDHC Chemicals Management
System, an aligned industry approach to chemistry in manufacturing.
Furthermore, work is underway in ZDHC to build guidance on chemicals
related to air emissions, taking proactive steps to protect athletes and
preserve the future of sport. We will quantify our impact and actively work
to improve air quality where we manufacture around the world.
We created a list of 10 priority chemistries where we’ve committed to going
beyond our baseline compliance obligations.24 These targets continue our
journey toward cleaner chemistry, helping us advance safer materials flowing
through a circular economy. Adopting these cleaner chemistry alternatives
is NIKE’s 2025 chemistry target.
We will build resilience through education, monitoring industry
implementation, and advocating for progressive standards.
But ultimately, we want to work with our suppliers to undertake this journey
together. We have an opportunity to move beyond compliance and accelerate
the adoption of clean, sustainable chemistry that moves us closer to the
vision of responsible and circular design and manufacture. We will continue
to use chemistry to create innovations, so we can be leaders in the industry.
At the same time, we will move toward safe and green chemistry principles
while stewarding all of our resources.

24 N
 IKE’s baseline compliance obligations are compliance to the MRSL and RSL, which are legally
mandated and go beyond legal compliance in some areas. NIKE suppliers are contractually
obligated to meet our MRSL and RSL standards.
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Feng Tay (Lifeng Footwear) – Putian, China

We will integrate clean chemistry into product creation. Choosing clean
chemistry is complex, as we need to weigh multiple variables to best protect
people and the planet. That’s why we are integrating chemistry selection
deep into our product creation pipeline. We can use this evolution to prioritize
the biggest challenges we see now and in the future, and turn them into
opportunities to create lasting change. With the knowledge of our chemical
use in our supply chain, we established a set of criteria to prioritize chemicals
for action.
These criteria include:
• Science-based health and environmental risks
• Future legislative risk
• Volume and type of use
• Availability of alternatives
• Schedule for identification, adoption, and scaling of alternatives
We will collaborate with the industry to redesign manufacturing
equipment and material production. The work required to replace or even
reduce the use of a chemical that has been used in a material production
process for decades cannot be underestimated. There is rarely a simple
“drop-in replacement,” where a chemical can be replaced with a better one.
Our 2025 target will require substantial redesign of manufacturing equipment,
adjustment of chemical usage both upstream and downstream of the priority

chemical, and major modifications in current designs. For example, we will
have to consider different performance attributes and potentially alter the way
that materials are produced. This is a profound opportunity that will require
collaboration between NIKE, our suppliers, and other brands in and outside
our industry.
We will ensure that the cleaner chemistry alternatives we champion
will not become problematic chemicals in the future. This is a critical
step on our journey toward a stable, robust circular economy. We are,
therefore, strengthening our chemistry assessments to be embedded across
the innovation pipeline. Further, our chemistry experts go beyond simple
hazard identification when evaluating chemicals. We compare chemistry
options at many steps along the way, where we collaborate with designers,
chemists, engineers, safety professionals, and more. All of this is required to
make the right chemistry selection for NIKE, our athletes*, and the planet. This
drives our sought after adoption of cleaner, more efficient, better chemistry.
We anticipate that our 2025 target will not just change the course of NIKE’s
chemistry journey, but influence the sustainable growth of our whole industry.
Chemistry’s connectivity to all environmental elements (carbon, water, air,
and waste) also creates an opportunity to embed sustainability into all
NIKE products.
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